What a fantastic day we all had on Wednesday 25th March. For a team that has never played netball before we certainly displayed great skills and abilities. Special thanks to our fantastic supporters, your cheering and encouragement was greatly appreciated.

Lake Cathie Cool Cats were:

*Hayne Newell*-very versatile, shot goals and defended well.  
*Sam Tougher Wells*-amazing all over the court, shot well, defended and played centre.  
*Takoda Pemberton*-not just a soccer player, fantastic shooter scored most of our goals.  
*Jemma Joyce*-only player who has played before, used her experience to keep the team together. Fantastic effort, Jemma!  
*Jordan Thorne*-specialist wing defence, fantastic intercepts and court position.  
*Mahali Pemberton*-excellent mid court and always with a smile.  
*Connor Short*-wow factor, great intercepts and sensational rebounds.  
*Benjamin Natsuda*-excellent skills and outstanding endurance, never stopped.  
*Georgia Hodges*-fast, great passes, fantastic defence and gave one hundred percent effort.  
*Joshua Ray*-absolutely amazing, predicted the play and stunned the crowd with fabulous intercepts.

Thank you to all the team not only did you play with ability but you showed the SPIRIT with your team work, sportsmanship and enjoyment.